


Keys to Dignity Locker Program 

Sponsored by Friends of the State Street Family 

K2D@friendsofthestatestreetfamily.org   

 

The Keys to Dignity Locker Program 

helps people experiencing 

homelessness reduce vulnerability to 

theft and damaged or lost 

possessions. The camouflaged 

lockers in discreet locations provide 

safe storage while individuals sleep, 

work, and get around with less to 

carry. They can then attend 

appointments, interviews, and work 

without the risk of their belongings 

being stolen or thrown away. 

 

While we have our first site 

established, we are seeking partners 

to host our next locker sites. Ideally, 

sets of 3-7 lockers will be installed in 

close proximity to downtown 

Madison or along bus routes at 

participating commercial and 

non-profit business properties. The 

custom lockers will be designed using 

urban camouflage to blend in with 

the surroundings of each site. 

 

 

Benefits 

➢ Provides dignity and freedom 

to the homeless population 

➢ Clears belongings from public 

streets 

➢ Service organizations don’t 

need to issue as many supplies 

if people are able to store them 

when not needed 
 

Funding and Costs 

➢ Dane County-funded  

➢ No cost to participants or site 

hosts 

➢ Insured by FSSF 

➢ FSSF manages an operating 

budget to maintain sites 

➢ FSSF will gift agencies the 

supplies to host and manage 

their own lockers 
 

Locker Logistics 

➢ Installed by Operation Fresh 

Start 

➢ Managed and monitored by 

FSSF volunteers to ensure 

safety, cleanliness of site, and 

that rules are followed 

➢ Placed discreetly throughout 

the city in locations that are 

easily accessible 

➢ Painted in urban camouflage to 

blend in and lessen the risk of 

judgement or theft 

 

Helping individuals experiencing homelessness maintain 

their dignity by empowering them to keep their 

possessions secure and protected. 
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